
Thinking like a christan is a way of life. It's not just thinking, it's about the actions you take. And
the way you care for people and the way you treat people. There are many different ways you
can think and act like a christan. But the most important are the worldview points of subjects
that make you a better person and a better leader. I have learned a lot from reading and thinking
about this book. Not just about being a christan but a person as well. There are 10 different
ways God tries to get to you and 10 different ways he communicates with you.

Theology is the study of god and the beliefs. If you know the god then you can follow him
better. And that leads to a strong and healthier lifestyle. If you think about God and follow him,
he will lead you to the right path.When we point our minds to God we find some sort of peace,
because God is known as a peacemaker and someone that will forever be with you and lead
you. He will forgive you and stay with you. Theology also shows why people believe he exists
because of nature, creations and time. Without those the world would simply not exist.God will
take care of the evil in your life.

Philosophy is the thought of god. If you constantly think of him and think about what he
would do in certain situations. You will start thinking the way of like a christan does. You would
like kindness and about others effortlessly. The place most people go to is the bible for direction.
The bible shows what god did in different situations. When God could have banished people he
decided to have mercy and grant them forgiveness. People know the bible is true because it has
historical evidence that God did the same thing in different timelines. Different people wrote the
same thing. A miracle happening 100 years apart. So people know it's true if different people
from different timelines write the same.

Biology is the creation and evolution of humans. The world had to be created, humans had to
be created, technology as well. Not everything just pops up one day. Things have to have a
creator and god is our creator. He is our leader and our mentor through life. Biology is a
science, and science needs to be proven. The bible, and everything around us is proof we need
that god is real and our creator.

Psychology is the way you think. The way you think about God and the way you follow him.
But also when you think about the good, you along with the bad. But God will always shine
through if you follow him and put all of your trust in him. He will lead you down the right path and
you will prosper.

Ethics is about doing the right thing. And we all have the little voice in the back of our head
that tells us to do something. Tha is God trying to talk to us. He is trying to point you in the right
direction. And when you do something bad the feeling of guilt is a good thing. Because that
means you are capable of feeling empathy which goes along with ethics. Also ethics isn't just
something you are born with, it is something that is taught and how you were raised.
Sociology is what we are. Humans are social creatures, we have to communicate with each

other to live. If we live in a healthy society we work together and become strong ether with one
another. But with good will come the bad. The bad will be the people that do harm to others, and
try to bring harm to anything that comes near. Some people don't know what they are doing is
bad.

Law is the thing that is held in place to keep people safe. Laws are good to have to protect
and bring good to the world.If we didn't have laws we would have nothing left. People would
steal everything. They would harm people and the world would be in cause, it would be like the



hunger games. And the world can't handle that. We would slowly die out and God didn't create
something so beautiful for it to just die out.

Politis related to God because you have to believe in what side of politics you are on. And
you also have to believe in god. And sometimes God will come into play, he will test you. It all
starts with god. “The scope of the government according to the biblical view, the state should
concentration on enforcing justice and avoid meddlin”(TLAC,126)

Economics is practically money and how you spend it. God creates things to help us. And
when we take advantage it's not the right thing. We should spend our money wisely and spend it
on things that we need and things that will help us be successful. When we work hard we get
money. When you scandal your way to getting ,nye it's not right. And you will not feel like you
actually earned the money.

History is the past and how we are at the place we are. God has always appeared when
needed. He has appeared for centuries and centuries, and he has helped people.even if it was
a small act or a huge act that changed the whole outlook on him.

All of these show how God works and how he is real. This book showed me that I should be
grateful and not let bad thoughts get in the way. There will be hard days and some days I will
feel good presents and prosper from them.  All of these show how god created and how if you
follow him, it will lead you to a happier and safer life. And god is real it has been proven many
times in the bible you just have to trust and love your god.


